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VOLUMES.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

Orchestra at The drill Cafe, Tomorrow
honored guests.
Many Confederate veterans are ar
dent admirers of Colonel Schoomaker.
owing to his generous treatment of
the southerners during and after the
war. He was in command of the ad
vance cavalry of General Hunter's ar
my in the Lynchburg raid and became
noted among his opponents as a gal
lant but courteous foe. It was Colonel Schoomaker who saved the Lex
ington Boys' academy from being fired upon during the raid.
Colonel Schoomaker was a personal
friend of the late General John B.
CONTINENTAL. COMPANY CUTS Gordon and was invited by him
to at mrs. Mckinley laid
RATES IN ORDER TO DRIVE
DAY AT CANTON BESIDE THE
tend uie last Confederate
but
OUT THE NEW INDEPENLATE PRESIDENT.
the sudden death of General Gordon
DENT COMPANY.
prevented an acceptance. Hearing of
Gordon's friendship for Schoomaker,
General Lee sent the following invita
tion to the latter:
"My dear comrade I learn that Gen
eral Gordon, Inst before Ills death, in
vited you to attend the reunion of the FEARED FOR ROOSEVELT
A CUT OF
PER CENT United Confederate Veterans, and
that you did not come because of his
death. Now. as my comrade's friend,
I renew this invitation and
request
you to attend the reunion at Richmond
Virginia, and trust that our lives may
be spared, and that we may become Rumors at Canton That an Attempt
The Entering of the Local Field by such friends as you and Commander
Be Made to Assassinate the Presithe Superior Refining Company, An Oordon were."
dent Many Secret Service Men and
Independent Oil Company Said to be
Police in Attendance
Guard the
the Cause of the Cut Rate Made by
President.
Base Ball Tomorrow Afternoon.
the Old Company.
Everyone is going to the great base
tomorrow
b3ll game
afternoon at
Amusement Park. The game will be
76-t- l
called at 3 o'clock.
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About a month ago the Superior Re
fining Company of Longton. Kanssa
one of the many Independent Refin
eries, located in that State, to rough
Us secretary and treasurer, Mr. M.
Miller, arranged to put in storage
tanks in Roswell and to make this
one of their distributing points for
the Pecos Valley. It took only a few
days for the Continental Oil Company
under which name the Standard Oil
Trust does business in the Rocky
Mountain country to take notice and
today their usual methods of driving
out competition is in full force and
effect. Oil. that up to last Saturday
was sold at 25c a gallon is today sold

at 15 cents
everywhere,
the
It
does
As
trust will cut the price of oil until

It drives out the competition, and
thus can be explained the big reduction that went into effect in Roswell
yesterday.
After competition has been driven
out, the usual results follows. I. e.,
raising of prices until all losses sustained in the cuts made by this
heartless and soulless monopoly nave
been doubly repaid and the consumer
pays the bill.
Company
The Superior Refinery
promises to give to the people of Ros
good
goods
at honwell and vicinity,
est prices, and asks the general public for a trial of their goods, and let
the customer be the Judge of their
quality. This Company makes only
high grade goods and guarantees perfect satisfaction and safety in their
use. It is up to the people here to
show by their patronage to the new
company whether or not they will be
able to remain In the field and give
the public, honest competition or
whether they will allow the Standard
Oil Trust, to drive it out of the field.
does
But the Superior Company
not propose to be run out. It has good
backing and will .be able to fight the
peotrust to a finish. Meanwhile, theValley
ple of Roswell and the Pecos
will be the gainers, and it behooves
them to patronize the company that
Is the cause of the benefit. The trust
is giving a deep cut on the pricepeo-of
oil, but It Is not any love for the
ple that is the cause of it.
M. Miller, treasurer and manager of
the company, whose home ts In Long-ionKan., Is now In the city looking
in
after work that has been done distarting off the new business and
recting that which is yet to be done.
M. Weil, who has made Roswell his
home during the past several months,
is manager for the Pecos Valley and
lias already made a wide acquaintance among business men and has
left a favorable impression among
alL The local business is In the
hands, of J. N. Akin, manager of the
Pecos Valley Trading Company.whose
place of business is at the corner of
Sixth street and North Pecos Ave.
The Superior has already spent sev
eral thousand dollars in getting started In Roswell. putting in immense
tanks here and at other points down
the valley, putting In delivery wagons and teams and paying for other
preliminary necessities. They will
spend more as their business increases. Their delivery wagons are labelcannot be
ed. "Independent." and
missed. The company deserves the
patronage of the people and will no
doubt get it.
.'
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Athletic Union Tourney.
Philadelphia. May 29. A big athletic carnival, nnder the auspices of the
American
Amateur Athletic union,
will take place tomorrow at Washington park, on the Delaware, and is attracting much attention among athlete of the eastern states. A special feature Trill be a wall scaling contest for National Guard Companies.
In addition to the usual program of
track and field events and relay races
three bicycle races and two wrestling contests will be held.
Blue to Be Guest of Gray.
Pittsburg, Pa.. May 29. One of the
guests of honor at the encampment of
which opens tomorrow In Richmond,
will be Colonel J. M. Schoomaker, a
Union veteran of this city. Colonel
Schoomaker, who Is high in the councils of the Grand Army of the Republic, has accepted an invitation to attend the reunion, .tendered by General Stephen D. Lee, commander-in-chie- f
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of the Confederate Veterans.
marks the first- time in history that
nd
fought
man
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under
Stars
a
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Stripes has been rged to take part
in a concilia" of he vrtrans who
fought under the Stars and Ears. Colrt-tnthe com
onel Schoomaker
pliment by Inviting General Lee and
"wore
who
of
other officers
a number
the gray to attend the Grand Army
faceting; in Saratoga this summer as
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TODAY'S MARKET.
KANSAS CITY, MO. Cattle receipts, 4.000, 10 to 15 cents higher.
Cows strong. Southern Steers, $3.50
(it $5.25. Southern Cows $2.50
$3.- $4.-975. Rtockers and Feeders, $3.50
Bulls, $.3.40 H) $4.65. Calves. $3.75
H $6.25. Western Fed Steers, $4.25
H $5.75. Western Fed Cows, $3.25

fi

$4.75.

strong.
SHEEP. Receipts
6.000.
Muttons $3.75
$7.00. Lambs $7.00
Hi $9.00. Range
Wethers, $5.00
$7.25. Fed Ewes $4.50
$5.80.
CHICAGO, 111. Cattle, receipts.
market for cows weak. Others
$6.-510 cents higher. Beeves $4.50
$4.70. Heifers $2.50
Cows $1.75
$5.40. Calves $4.50
$7.00. Good
to Prime Steers, $5.50 (rp $6.55. Poor
to Medium. $4.50 G$ $5.50. Stockers
and Feeders. $3.00
$5.15.
SHEEP. Receipts. 22.000. 10 cents
lower. Western $4.25 (fj $6.40. Yearlings. $6.10
$7.20. Lambs $7.25
16,-00-

$8.00.

Western

$6.25

$7.90.

ST. LOUIS. MO. Wool, steady, territory and. western mediums 20 (8 24c.
21V&C. Fine 15
Fine Medium 20

17c.

..BASE BALL TOMORROW

NOON BETWEEN JAFFA.
& CO., AND JOYCE-PRUIT

AFTER-

PRAGER
CO. 7frt1

Rosario Emillio Still at Large.
From Capitan News.
The whereabouts of Rosario Emillio
who
the twice sentenced murder,
broke jail aZ Lincoln en April 27 .are
still shrowded in mystery. The sheriff's office is still hopeful of effecting
his capture, and that soon; but as to
how, where and when, mum Is the
word. It is generally believed, how
ever, that his escape was carefully
planned by a shrewd tactician, who
supplied him with a reasonable roll
of the "needful" and threw in some
valuable pointers. There are others,
whose opinions are worth considering
who believe that he Is still within easy
distance of the Jail from which he escaped, and is being carefully groomed
and when the right time comes for his
so
departure he will be disguised
that his brother wouldn't know him,
and will be financially able to travel
One thing
quickly and comfortably.
is certain, that he has escaped so far.
and completely covered his tracks.
Several hundred - photographs of the
fugitive, "with his description printed
on back, have been mailed to outside
officers.

Canton, O., May 29. The body of
Ida Saxton McKinley, now rests beside that of the late President McKinley in the receiving vault at West
Lawn Cemetery. Simple funeral ser
vices were held at the McKinley residence this afternoon, witnessed by a
distinguished company including Pres
ident Roosevelt,
Governor Harris and many
high officials both of the National and
State. During the progress of the funeral all business in Canton was sus
pended and school children dismiss
ed for the day. It was close to one
o'clock when the Presidential party
arrived, and was driven to the home
of Assistant Justice Day where luncheon was served.
The old fashioned McKinley resi
dence was not nearly large enough to
accommodate all the people who wish
ed to attend, and floral remembrances
were so numerous that a greater part
were sent to the cemetery, ahead of
the funeral procession. Entire police
force of Canton assisted by some from
neighboring cities handled the crowds
outside the house. Secret service men
from Washington also mingled in the
crowd to protect the president.
Funeral ceremonies were brief and
confined to Methodist Episcopal ser
with
vice and four songs identical
those sung at the funeral of the late
president.
Services were conducted by Rev.
Dr. Buxton, pastor First Methodist
Episcopal Church, assisted by Rev.
Dr. Holmes,
former pastor of the
church.
It was learned today that yesterday
forenoon Justice Day notified the po
been
lice that a strange man had
prowling about his residence and last
inspector
night someone telephone
Sutton that Michael Czolgosz was in
Canton. This information, it is stat
ed came from a Cleveland newspaper.
Vice-Preside- nt

Fiar-bank-

s,

-
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NUMBER

50c From 5:30 Until 9:00 P. mT

Evening---Dinn- er

pared to give our whole time and at- PRIESTS SEND REMARKin the New Broadway Magazine. You
tention to the general public. We
ABLE LETTER TO THE POPE. can retain your equilibrium easily in
guarantee to give perfect satisfaction
Rome, Italy, May 29. A group of watching them, by remembering that
to all who patronize us.
Italian priests has issued a remark- Walker, of New Britain, is hiding
able letter sent to the Pope. It is a somewhere a fugitive from justice;
HESS & CO.,
76-t- f
Photographers daring reply to the Censure of his that Bigelow, of Milwaukee, is in pri
roliness in his allocution of April 17, son; that there are many other men
against the most modern school of who went down hard iwith big crash
MANY WERE KILLED
BY THE GREAT TYPHOON. Ecclesiasticism and accuses the pont es; and that, for every one of the big
Victoria, B. C, May 29. Further iff of violating
the rights of con men, there are ten thousand little
of Father. men, whose losses are smaller but
advices regarding the disastrous ty science in his treatment
phoon in the Caroline Islands were Murri, who was suspended from the not a whit less fatal. You would find
received here in mails from the Priesthood for criticizing the Vati- - some of them
in Now York,
Orient. The typhoon passed over the cans policy.
if you knew in what window to look,
figuring anxiously and endlessly, lookCaroline Islands March 28. Hundreds
s
at ing over insurance papers to see if TEAMS RUNS AWAY WITH R. E.
Fred Meeks will get the
of people were killed by waves which
MUNCY AND HE IS SERIOUS- swept over smaller islands. Those sav first for Jaffa ,Prager Co., that is if further loans are admissable.
Their
fOUSLY INJURED AS A
he ever catches the ball.
wives are sewing, their daughters are
ed climbed cocoamit trees. The
studying stenography. You will find
extended as far west as Guam.
RESULT.
The Island of Ulle was entirely de TWO ALLEGED TRAITORS
others hanging about hotel lobbies,
eye.
you
stroyed and 200 people killed there.
moment
and
the
their
catch
REPORTED EXECUTED,
San Francisco, May 29. The Steam or grip their hands, you know that
Help the Cemetery Association and er City of Sidney arriving last night they are nervous, distradgnt. broke,
have the time of your life by going from Central America brings a story restless typical Wall. Street victims.
The others, professionals, parasites
of the probable execution of Juan
to the ball game tomorrow.
MUNCY THROWN OUT
o- Fuentes and M. Bonilla, alleged trait- satellites, winners, you will find in the
and hotel restaurants, making
Keep the Majestic habit. It's a good ors of Salvador, who were taken into cafes
custody aboard the City of Sidney at up a large part of the crowds at Sher
one.
La Libertad, bv the son of General ry s and Delmonico s, Martin s and
Figuerea, president of Salvador. The Rector's, the Waldorf, Manhattan, AsTHE BURLINGTON GIVES
passengers believe the two men were tor. St.- - Regis, and Holland House.
TEN PER CENT RAISE snot after being
taken ashore. Fuen Wall Street, by day, demands the
Omaha, Neb., May 29. Salary ad
was formerly private secretary to Great White Way at night. From the Horses Had Been Imperfectly Hitchvances averaging ten per cent have tes
Figuerea and was possessed moment the market opens till its close ed and Horses Run Away Go Full
been graDted by the Burlington to General
all the important secrets of the ad the game is a fast and furious one of Tilt Into the Watering Fountain-O-ne
employes over the entire system. All of
Horse Fatally Injured and Was
sharp trickery, clever dodging, raillery
employes share in it except trainmen ministration.
bluffing, hypocrisy, lying. Nerves are Shot.
whose wages were recently fixed by
constantly tense; the brain must be
Bridgeport will Climb.
conference and telegraphers who reclear and quick at every move. Suc
Bridgeport,
29.
May
Conn.,
New
cently received an advance.
England automobilists are manifest cessful lying uses up gray matter;
ing great interest in tire hill climbing and the flash and festivity of the Ten
ball contest
The receipts of tomorrow's
to be held tomorrow morning derloin at night is just unnaturalof
game go to the Cemetery Association under the
R. E. Muncy, the transfer man, was
auspices of the Bridgeport enough to fit in and offer the kind
badly hurt at 8:20 this morning while
Automobile cmb, and many contes recreation desired. o
driving one
A dollar's worth of fun for 25c, at tants are .already on the ground. The
his carriages
Prepare to attend the Baptist Jun the morning oftrain. His team tohadmake
the ball game tomorrow.
not
event will take place at Sport hill,
at
evening
Friday
entertainment,
'or
been perfectly hitched to the cab and
Easton, which is one and a quarter
76-t- f
Majestic.
.he
a runaway was the result. While hopHess & Co., have just received one miles in length and possesses some
es are entertained for his recovery,
of the swellest lines of embossed steep grades. The affair will be run
Tourney.
Gun
Club
Mr.
Muncy is known to be seriously
"Game Pictures" ever seen in Ros- under the sanction of the American
Iron River, Mich., May 29. Sports hurt about the head, neck and shoulElegant and men
well. These pictures make fine din Automobile association.
all over Michigan will com- ders.
See the dis- valuable cups and trophies will be pete from
ing room decorations.
with the best marksmen of the
Starting from the Muncy stable on
play in their east window at their awarded in each of the five classes.
range in the second annu- East
Menominee
Seventh St., the team hitched
Studio on West 4th St. You had bet
al
Gun
tournament
Iron
River
of
the
to the carriage went off in a run the
ter see these pictures and secure a
The Status of Standard Oil.
tomorrow.
cash
Liberal
club
here
5rst thing, being high spirited horses.
set before they 'are all gone. HEbto
It takes time, patience, ability and
aside from the entrance fees, One line had not been fastened
76-t- f
to
& CO.
unflinching determination to round irizes
vill be divided among the contestants the bit and the horse thus party free
up such a powerful and rapacious or- fn addition to the tournament for amwas
leader in the race. The team
Geronimo and Jesus Trujillo, Pete ganization as Standard Oil, but the ateurs, exhibition shoots will be given hit a the
glancing lick on a post near the
is certainly taking shape. by a number of the leading profesBemis and Carl Smith will make an round-u- p
;table
then came on to Main St.,
and
team that Missouri's ouster proceedings against sionals of the country.
infield for the Joyce-Pr- uit
Mr. Muncy retaining hold on the lines
will be like a stone wall. The game the trust have resulted in the finding
and trying to control the horses. They
of Commissioner Anthony in favor of BIG ATLANTIC STEAMER
is tomorrow.
an at full speed up Main to Fifth,
the contentions of Attorney General
GET OFF BANK the depot
street, and there were seen
Vriitl liivp nlpntv nf oomnanv at Hadley. This is substantially the New York. May 29. The Steamer o partly turn
in the direction of the
same as an opinion from a member Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, which
the Majestic.
lepot. When about half turned, the
of the state supreme court, subject to
aground upon the west edge of horses
ent
wheeled, either of their own in
Harrv Morrison. The Jeweler, wish the approval of associates. The Fed rhe main channel in the lower bay
or by the guidance of the driv
es to announce that his place of bus- eral government recently Secured con- !ast night was floated this morning tention
er,
and
started up Main again. But
Dec victions against Standard Oil in the without assistance other than her own
iness will be closed
76-tChicago trial on more than
1.400 ;ngines. The steamer apparently sus- they had turned too far. Before they
oration Day.
iould gain the center of the street.
counts, Involving possible fines of 28 tained no damage.
he outfit ran with a crash full Into
You never heard of Jim Lynch pitch millions almost as many, millions as
the Iron watering fountain in front
ev the head of the trust gave in a single
tag? He pitches at Joyce-Pruit- 's
Do not miss the Baptist Junior
of the court house square. One horse
ery time he is asked to do any work, gift to his pet "educational" instituFriday at Majestic. 76-t- f
missed the fountain and, breaking
and will pitch for them against Jaffa, tion, the Chicago university.
loose, ran on up Main. The carrigae
In the Ohio and Pennsylvania impor WALL STREET "VIEWS
Prager Co., tomorrow.
tongue struck the fountain, and was
tant cases went against the . trust.
ADDRESS WITH ALARM." aroken squarely
off. The other iorse
It's cool and pleasant at the Ma Specific actions in other states have
New York, May 29. Rumors that struck
the bowl of the fountain and a
favorably.
resulted
Various
state President Roosevelt's address at In- jestic.
laws have been made to force the mo- iianapolis tomorrw will deal, not with lind leg was broken completely off.
was pitched forward, higa
A full grown apple orchard near nopoly into fair relations with inde- patriotic themes, but with
railroad vlr. Muncy
fountain
the
and horses
Roswell. A fine proposition, will trade pendent producers and shippers. Kan ind corporation matters, has caused above
turning a summer-saul- t,
land
for cattle. A. O. MILLJCE. Roswell. sas, for example, has protected all reat alarm among the financiers oi xnd
ed
on the ground several feet in
d"6-twl markets in the state against the high Wall Street, who profess to fear that
N. M.
rig.
ront
He was unconscious
of the
handed methods of Standard Oil, but any attack ou the
outside of Kansas the markets are 3o common among railway companies when the crowd of spectators reached
The Suoerior Refinery Company.
side,
soon
his
revived enough to
hut
The Daily Panhandle of Amarillo practically closed because of the ma would lead to a disastrous panic. Ma- he
Texas, among other mentions of the nipulation of rates and the abuses ol ay prominent financiers have made et on his feet, unassisted, whichphycontrary to the advice of the
Superior Refinery Company, who have the pipe line business.
nurried trips to Washington recentlj iid
But the government at Washington for the purpose, it is 'believed, of at- ician who was passing and witness-also located at Amarillo, says:
the accident, and his friends.
The Independent Oil Co., is divid- is now preparing a general movement tempting to dissuade the president
The injured man was carried to his
ading business with the Standard Oil. against Standard Oil under the autho from making an
home on North Pecos Avenue, where
Citizens of Amarillo should give this rity granted in the new Rate law, iress.
company a good reception, as they which makes pipe lines common carregulation and similar restric ne is still partly delirious. The ex- Rate
injuries cannot be
should remember what the Standard riers. The Commissioner of Corpora- tions the railroad magnates can bear ict nature of his not
thought any
announced. It is
does to communities where they have tions has submitted to the President vith comparative equanimity, but any bones
Patronize a complete review of the history of threat at an investigation of the sub peedilyare broken. He may recoverIf
tne field to themselves.
without much trouble, but
is a red flag he
the Independent, and make it sure the. trust, of its methods, past and pre- ject of
does, he may consider himself
sent ,and of the conditions prevailing o the bulls and bears of
that, you will have competition".
street. lucky.
The Superior comes to the city, as in the various producing fields and It is the one supreme matter in the
The injured horse was shot soon af- a business enterprise. It is backed m the principal markets. This report onduct of railway systems that Wall
men, and will enable the Interstate Commerce street does not want investigated. Ma- 'er his helpless and suffering condibusiitess
by honorable
discovered.
should receive a warm welcome. It Commission and the Department of ny prominent railway officials oandid tion was
The watering fountain had a large
has already expended over $4,000 in istice to develop a general and har y admit that a comparison of tne ae- liece
broken
of its bowl and the
the city, in starting its business, and monious plan of action. The result rial values with the oapital stock and carriage was out
broken up considerably
will further increase its facilities as should be the complete and perma funded debts of most, if not all, rail- !n
the collision.
nent subjection of the trust, the col- roads would promptly result in a
business demands.
o
The editor of the Panhandle has lection of a vast fund in fines and the slump in the value of securities and
enjoyed a personal acquaintance with criminal punishment of the oil and a consequent panic.
DECORATION DAY
officials who have been most
Recent investigations have conclu
the treasurer and manager of the railway
company. Mr. M. Miller, in Iowa, for flagrant in their disregard for law.
sively shown that all railroad stock
At The Shelby
Unfortunately it will be impossible are largely watered, some companies
many years and knows him to be a
most honorable gentleman and thor- to undo all the wrong that has been being capitalized at as high as eight
Chicken dinner and ice cream. Regough business man, and is pleased to done by this predatory combination. or ten times the actual values of their ular price.
76-t- l
see him interested in Amarillo to the Ml the fines and prison sentences and properties. These facts the magnates
reimKanenforced restriction's will not
extent he is. He went into the
of Wall street are overly anxious to
sas oil fields some years ago. and burse the people for the extortions hide from the investing and gullible DAUD PATRICK RETURNS
FREE OF ALL CHARGE.
compensate
they
nor
suffered
have
refinery,
connection
in
public, which in the past has purchas
established his
Datid Patrick,
who was taken to
with a partner and has built up a those oil men whose fortunes, some ed many millions of dollars worth oi
notwithstanding the big and many small, have been swept wild cat" railroad securities almost lill county , Texas, to be tried on an
fine business,
conand faUe
oil business in the territory
iwav by this ruthless monopoly. But s worthless as fake mining stocks. indictment for perjury
trolled by it, which is almost the en- exemplary punishments can be inflict If President Roosevelt should advo swearing, returned this morning with
un
ed and conditions can be restored
cate the appointment of a federal com the papers to prove that he was actire United States.
The Superior will furnish the pub- ler which the railroads and Standard m'ssion to probe railroad values, as quitted of all charge, and without ev-- n
competition.
respect
The
Oil
must
a trial. When the prosecuting
t is rumored that he will, the result
lic with good goods, at reasonable
examined the supposed witnes
prices, deal honorably with its cus- power of money over legislation and will almost certainly be disastrous to
tomers, and hopes to build up a fair administration has not yet been anni
he financial interests involved in the .es, It was found that there was absolutely no evidence against him, and
business in Amarillo. The Panhandle hilated but it has been broken, and it watered stock deals.
is only a question of time when its
While nearly all important roads he case was dismissed. It had been
welcomes the Superior, and predicts
76-hold will be lost. This result is inevi are over capitalized, this sort of fi charged that Patrick swore he was a
for it a successful .business.
table under our new system of poli- nancial" legerdemain has been most resident of one county In order to get
n
largely practiced in the western and increased fees as witness in a murder
Good pictures and good music. Ma- tics a system that makes the"
of the Smiare Deal the best southern states, where the process of --,ase, when he was a resident of snojestic. 10 cts.
City
Star.
Injecting water into inflated securities otier. Patrick's many friends
here
of all politics. Kansas
vs.
been carried on to a remarkable rejoice with him in his acquittal. His
has
Base ball tomorrow. Joyce-Pru- it
Tri-Mu
many
of
Class
the
accompanied
Bible
wife
Experts
trip
on
bv the
extent.
estimate that
and
him
the
Jaffa Prager Co. Think of it.
o
Christian church, on the Court House of the leading Mississippi Valley and rtopped this morning at their home in
systems are capital Dexter.
Plaza, 4 to 9 p. m., Thursday. Dec
Automobi lists' Reunion.
New York. May 29. What is expect oration Day, for the building fund of Ized at not less than ten times their
cash worth in other words, that for
ed to be one of the most notable ev- the church.
every million dollars of actual investents in the automobile circles of the
DECORATION DAY
ment there is J9.000.000 water.
metropolis will take place tomorrow, BUSINESS MEN RALLY
of
value
At The Shelby
FOR GOOD GOVERNMENT.
This fixing of the actual
when a reunion of enthusiasts will
San Francisco, May 29. Within the railroads is highly important in the
be held .at the Empire - City track,
Chicken dinner and Ice cream. Reg-ala- r
where a racing program will be car- next few days, it is announced a com work of rate regulation undertaken by
76-price.
e
seventy-fivcommerce
commission
comprising
the
are
cars
mittee
of
interstate
the
ried ot. Over a thousand
men,
mercircumpresent
is
business
most
time
influential
to
parade
which
the
at
in
the
entered to take prt
will be cre- scribed in its value to the public by
Printers' Silver Jubilee.
the track. One of the features of the chants of San Francisco,
day will be a drawing for a 1907 model ated as a rallying point for the decent the necesity of figuring interest and
Joliet. 111.. May 29. Printers from
commundividends on value largely ficticious. Elgin, Aurora and other Illinois cities
conservative element in a
touring car.
ity which wishes law and order pre- With the capital stock of the roads will assist the members of the Joliet
re
confidence
of the country corresponding to their Typographical
Charley Cwch and Charley Hill served and business
Union in celebrating
actual value in cash, it is estimated its silver jubilee this evening. The
will be Jaff. Pnger Co.'s battery and stored.
passenger
freight
tariffs
and
signals
that
set
of
a
they are said to nave
local onion was formed twenty-fiv- e
might in many instances be cut !n two years ago today.
WALL STREET'S SHORN LAMBS.
that could beat a weather bureau.
and still allow a reasonable profit on
You Never See Them Among the the investment to the owners.
Pick Carsey to Win.
A bright and interesting entertainWhether the president will dare to ment
What BeDayton, O.. Mav ?9. T ocal snorts
will be given at the Majestic,
comes of Them?
risk the anger of Wall Street by de- Friday
nick Frank Carsev. tt fast Chicago
evening by the Baptist JunWhat becomes of the men who lose manding an Inquiry into
featherweight, toy win bis fifteen round
seldom
is a matter of eager discus- iors, for the benefit of the church
.Newcastle in Wall Street? They are
bittle with Jlmr-- Dunn, ofnight.
76-The heard of. The visitor to New York sion In financial circles. . If he does, building fund.
Pennsylvania, tomorrow
captains
gay
certain'
of
gets
that
crowd
almost
it
is
Dayton
the notion that the
battle will be pulled off by the
Record Want Ads. Get Results.
Athletic club. The men will . weign of men at the Waldorf Astoria the industry and finance will immediately
in at ISO pounds at 6 o'clock. Both uptown 'Street " comnrises them- begin another panic, in the hope of
Vtds have good records for speech and alL But this crowd is altogether mis- turning public sentiment against the
Everybody is going to the game to
cleverness and a lively contest Is representative and has no true sign president as a rode disturber of the morrow.
value, ears a writer on Wall Street nation's prosperity.
expected.
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BROTHER OF M'KINLEY'S SLAY
ER AT NEW CASTLE, PA.
Cleveland. O., May 29. According
to a statement made here today by
relatives of Michael Czolgosz, the lat
ter is today in New Castle, Pa., where
he went to place flowers on his wife's
grave, on Memorial Day. They declar
ed he has no intention of visiting
Canton.
During the night and morning peo
ple from various parts of the country
continued arr've to attend the funeral
of Mrs. McKinley. A rumor, appar
ently originating in Cleveland, that
Michael Czolgosz, brother of the
of President McKinley. was in
Do not miss the base ball game to
Canton, was discredited by the police.
morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. 76-The police are on the alert, however.
and will take every precaution in
Hotel Gibson For Rent.
g
President Roosevelt.
Wanted, renter for Hotel Gibson to
1907.
For
take possession June 7th.
Frank Lesnet .Joseph Franz and
particulars apply to E. C. Higgins,
to make good
67tf Frank Santana ought
Artesia. N. M.
& Co.,
for Jaffa-Pragseen.
but it remains to be
NOTICE.
I hereby withdraw from sale all
my nouses located on Alameda St., RAILROAD MACHINISTS
GO ON STRIKE.
now in hands of real estate agents.
Louisville, Ky., May 29. A gener
MORRIS PRICE.
76-tal strike of machinists of the Louisl
May 28th, 1907.
ville and Nashville Railroad was or
at 8 o'clock this morning to
Clarence Hill on .second and Dick dered
are
will take effect an hour later. There emWinston on third for Jaffa-Prae600 and 700 machinists
be shining lights in tomorrow's game. between
ployed on the road. They demand recognition of the union and a uniform
BANQUET.
scale wages at each shop.
Roswell Encampment I. O. O. F.
o
The game tomorrow will be called
will have degree work, to be followed
by a banquet at Grand Central Hotel, at three o'clock.
free. AH members and visiting broth
Tf von want pood
at honest
ers requested to be present. Wednes- prices, call up Phone 412 and ask our
high-grade
75t2
wagon to deliver you our
day, May 29th.
oil or gasoline. Give us a trial and let
COMMITTEE.
us convince vou.
Jaffa. Prager & Co.. dont know THE SU PERI OR REFINERY CO.
independent uii itennenes.
whether to put Modie Ralnbolt or
Phone 412
Henry Swartz at short. It IS hard to 76-ttell which will make the most errors.
benefit of the Cemetery Association.
UP TO THE PEOPLE.
Kerosene is now selling in Roswell
Out For Our Wagon.
at fifteen eents, a cut of ten cents OurLook
tank wagon is marked Inde
from the usual price. Of course the
is on the streets of Rospendent
and
people who pay the freight will be
from 7 a. m.. until 6 p. m., each
told that the coming of an independ- well every
day during working days.
ent oil company has nothing to do and
hit the Standard Oil
with it. The result is in the hands If you mwant toplexus
blow, stop our
solar
Trust
of the people.
wagon and try our goods. We must
Majestic
forget
the
Dont
have your support, both moral and
real to live. If the consumers win act
as they talk we will do the rest.
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
REFINERY CO.
SUPERIOR
THE
(Local Report.)
Independent Refineries.
Phone 412- .. Roswell. N. M., May 29. Tempera- 76-t-f,
ture. Max.. 76; rain., 52; mean., 64.
Precipitation a trace; wind southJaffa. Prager Co, will contest for
Co., on
east; Vloclty, 3 miles; Weather honors with the Joyce-Pru- it
cloudy.
the base ball diamond tomorrow.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity.
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday As the Military Institute has again
with local showers. Cooler tonight.
ended another successful year and we
.
M. WRIGHT.
have finished all the work we haveOfficial la Charge.
been doing for them, are nowr preas-ass-
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ROSWELL DAILY RECORD
DEMOCRATIC

"On frank, open faces, a plain brand an expense ie perhaps the moat expert
specific lacbieremenj. of modern. Amer
lean hygiene.
Placed; there by the sun and out-of- In; estabUsbihJ; .aucn

IN POLITICS.

iloor air.

a standard Rochester . has

set an

ex-

Features at the Majestic

ample for other communities to ponWe know , when we see that brown der, to take pattern 4y, as in time all
braihd, done in tan
our cities must, to Improve upon as,
Business Manager
C. E. mason
The proudest e'er carried since brand happily, some of our cities in the fullEditor
GEORGE A. PUCKETT- ing Began,
ness of time may. and
Nature,
Old
'Tis
brand
the
of
"The life saving is accomplished by
Beginlng
ot
Cong
1C,
rex of March S. 1879
ander the Act
Intend May 10, 1908, at Boawall, N.
morn by a man.
furnishing pure milk,; Not sterilized
When the cattlemen drift into town milk; not pasturized milk; not any
kind of otherwise-ized- ,
baked, boiled
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Syracuse-Wisconsi- n
or metamorphosed milk at all, but
.
Race.
16o
Daily, Per Week
Madison, Wis., May 29. Intense In just pure, clean milk furnished to the
Tracked by Bloodhounds.
The Slums of Paris,
80c
Daily. Per Month
children in place of foul diseas
terest is manifested in the eight oared young
All
Leading
Brands
the
colored feature.
"You are the Sweetest Flower
50c
Daily, Par Month, (In Advance)
race between the varsity craws of Wis 2d, poisoned milk." And Mr. Adams
con sin and Syracuse, to be heldonLa tells in his instructive article how the
That Grows in Tennesee" Song. Juvenile Chick5.00
Daily, One Year (In Advance)
system was evolved, and
consin and Syracuse, to be held on Rochester
en Theives. "Take a Sail in My Boat" Song.
gives
figures and statements that gra
Lake Mendota, and the event will be
prove how simple a problem
And Others almost as Good.
PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO
witnessed by college men from all phically
over the country. Special attention is pure milk and a municipal supply,
goes
when
at
a
that,
Bureau
Health
is directed to the race because of its
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
being a contest 'between the East at the problem in the right manner.
and
Wisconsin has admit That the importance of Rochester's
Payton Drug, Book & tedlythetheWest.
is shown
.best eight of any western success is recognized widely points
Good government leagues certarnly bureaus, proceedings of grand Juries,
are
facts that technical
GROWN-UP- S
university, and for years the Syracuse by the widely
GENTS
can do no harm to any honest man and sentences of judges relating to
furnisjed in response
crew has maintained its supremacy being
or party of New Mexico.
Stationery
Company.
crimes committed by the Standard
among the colleges of the East. Ij to requests by the Rochester Health
Oil agents and the oil monopoly's readdition to the big contest there twill Bureau, which has already become a
Two doors North of Joyce-PruCo.
CHILDREN
A candidate lor office expects more
educational influence, and at
5 GENTS
be a four-oare- d
race between crews raulating
partners
rein the railroads. If
from a newspaper and is willing to bate
the present time the Rochester plan
Syracuse,
Wisconsin
of
also
and
and
ports of this kind of crimes could be
likely
seems
by
do less for it than any other man.
to
followed
be
other
a freshmen race between the eights cities.
kept out of the newspapers not to
of Wisconsin and St. John's Military
any
political
newspaper
has
a
If
mention editorial criticism of Mr.
academy. Coach Ten Eyek, of Syra
To the Ladies of Roswell.
duty whatever, it should be to keep Rockefeller and the ministers of the the enthusiastic proclamation of Pres. cuse is confident that his men will
The ladies of the Presbyterian
as many candidates out of politics as gospel whose mouths are stopped by T. S. Bugbee.made upon the occasion win a victory, and this is generally
of the eighth annual convention of the admitted by even the most rabid of church are preparing to start a Lapossible. American Press.
his money there would be plenty of Panhandle Stockmen's Association the Wisconsin
rooters. Wisconsin dies' Exchange, and all the ladies of
at Roswell, New Mexico, April
strongest eight in its history. Roswell are invited to come to the
the
It is hard to amihilate a hive of space to print in full sermons by Dr. held
16th,
17th and 18th.
however, and the New Yorkers will church next Tuesday at 2:30 to plan
grafters, but Governor Hagerman did Aked and their like. The only objecstatement was a significant one not
for same or .notify Mrs. Grace Carvery well while he stayed Springer tion to this program is that the news- It The
without a struggle. The ev son
expressed the spirit of every speech ent win
of their intention to affiliate.
biggest
undoubtedly
will
the
Stockman.
be
that great convention. There were and most important rowing regatta 76-tAt any rate he made them swarm. papers would soon be as barren of at
present who remembered, and
influence upon the community as the men
held in the West. It was origi
pernaps many who participated in ever
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
nally intended to hold the race on
There appears to be something do-la-g preachers and college presidents who the. attempts of cattlemen to keep the Memorial
A splendid hotel proposition, a monday, but this was prohibited
all the time in New Mexico but, subsist on
wealth and who farmer out of the Panhandle; yet. by President
the first day and every day.
Van Hise, of Wisconsin, ey maker
just now most of the thinking is on do not dare to tell the truth about when an old "Kaffir Corner" from as
pass this up. See CARLTON
a result of a resolution of protest &Don't
High grade Tents, Household Goods
the line as to what Governor Curry their patrons.
county, Texas, had the te passed
Hutchinson
BELL.
by. the state legislature.
In going to do when he gets hold
merity to rise and make a plea for
o
o
composed
of Furniture, Commode
of the reins. Springer Stockman.
$500,000 to loan on irrigated farms
the admission of farmers as members
Racing Meet at Denver.
NOBLE DISCONTENT.
of the Panhandle Stockmen's Associa
anLong
payable
loans,
time
interest
Dressers,
Bachelor
Stoves, Beds and
Denver, Col., May 29. The Colora
Some of the Republican papers in From Chicago American.
tion. universal assent to his request
nually witn privilege to pay off loan
flowery-worde- d
Don't be satisfied
with yourself. was expressed by a chorus of voices do endurance race afortewSHtfllsgo
editorials
Bedding.
CALL AT
ONCE.
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
do endurance race for a championship
are trying to explain why Hagerman Don't sag down or give up, and never yelling: "Kaffir Corner, your're in.'
event for stock cars goit. 303 N. Main. opp. P. O
was removed. The short version is be found asking that coward's quesYes, he is in. Even the desert in cup, a fifty-mil- e
the use?"
great of all classes, will be the banner con
the very borderland of the
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sal
that a crowd gof unscrupulous; un- tion, "What's
Other men before you have done Southwest has surrendered to the test on the program of Memorial day it the Record Office.
political graft
principled,
ers found him very much in the way their share. DO YOURS. If you can- plow of the "Kaffir Corner," and the automobile and motorcycle races to
of their machine. Springer Stockman not do a big thing, do a small one, old cattlemen who pioneered the coun be held at Overland park tomorrow.
For Sale.
but DO SOMETHING. No matter try and made the present development Seven motor cars and two motorcycle
(Dem.)
Bids on the old Baptist church, parhow hard you work, work harder. possible are cheering him on in his events will be run. The entries in
clude contestants from all over the sonage and lot, will be received by
of work, and work endeavors.
Since it has become convinced that Work for the love you.
Rocky mountain district.
take care of
A prominent place on the last day
the new governor is a democrat, willWhen
the undersigned up to June 1st, 1907.
men
waste time, READ program was occupied by Prof. H. W
other
the Socorro Chieftain published in AND STUDY.
Right reserved to .reject any or all
Campbell, of dry farming fame. This THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Mr. Bursum's home town declares
F. DIVERS,
When other men squander money, very fact alone tells a whole story.
IN PURE FOOD LAWS bi.ls.
there is no quarrel with Democrats save
yours to be used wisely.
It was the first convention of its From Geo. H. Glover in Colorado Ag
R. H. KEMP. 62tl2
over the part they took in the late
through kind ever held in New Mexico. It wa
GAIN INDEPENDENCE
ricultural College Bulletin.
row in Republican circles. The Chief- economy.
Boellner, tne
Jeweler,
in reality a Texas convention in the
has It
It keeps us busy. I refer to the
tain apparetnly assumes that the row
GAIN EDUCATION through study. territory of New Mexico. Several op matter of establishing our rights and :heaper.
S7tf
la over.
GAIN POWER of mind through inions were expressed as to the real maintaining them. Self interest is
reason for the coming of the cattle paramount and largely dominates our
Unless somebody comes along with
Be a MAN. be dissatisfied eternally men to New Mexico upon the occasion every motive. We are as yet far from
about $26.50 pretty soon, there is a with yourself,
you
and before
die of their annual meeting. George M that beautiful station of life, where
paper over at Albuquerque that Is KNOW AND PROVE
IN Slaughter, of Roswell, chairman of the we can look dispassionately
upon
WHAT
IS
ex
going to make some sensational
local executive committee, modestly both sides of the question, and gra
posures in both the Democratic and YOU.
for- stated that the Texans came to th
May
UNREST
Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
and
discontent
ciously
other fellow a
Republican camps. Both great parties ever drive you on. and make of you Pecos valley to brand a bunch of mav- square vouchsafe ourtheeagerness
for af
In
(Jak, Ash, Hickory,
might as well quit business in the one of the human beings worthy of ericks for membership in their organ fluence, deal.
our mad rush onward for
Territory if they can't raise the the great men and women that have ization. To Mr. Slaughter, however, positions and
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
covet
influence,
with
of
the
twenty-si- x
dollars and a half.
Poplar, Basswood. Cedar, Lime,
lived and TRIED on this earth be- was given the credit of making too ed goal, like a
always
CASH FOR SMALL ADS.
much medicine for the Panhandle just beyond, we necessarily jostle each J
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plate,
fore us.
Small ads., under one dollar,
The town of Dexter now has
towns at the 1906 convention, held other, often exasperatingly.
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling
paid
newspaper, the first issue being
We
in
advance.
be
must
one
Bugbee,
of
Amarillo.
President
at
The contention for what we .believe
STILL DOING BUSINESS.
special edition devoted not only to its
Panhandl
big
of
the
raisers
avoid
to
cattle
the
do this in order
the
and unhesitatingly proclaim as our
own town but to the resources of the From Albuquerque Journal.
recognized the Pecos Valley as
rights is ever foremost. We are in
keeping of many petty ac- We are notified by the Santa Fe part of the Panhandle, and as the deed kept busy, and so are the courts
Pecos Valley generally. J. S. Dearing
counts.
tf.
and son are the publishers. They New Mexican that the old political center of an immense cattle country of justice. There is therefore always
RECORD PUB. CO.
have an entirely new outfit of
gang, which has done so much to be where the business which the Pan the question of our rights in the pre
material, and besides that they
handle Stockmen's Association is de mises; how to enjoy our liberties
"know how. The Record welcomes smirch the good name of New Mexi signed to promote is carried on on
without interfering with the rights of
doing
old
co,
is
may
still
business
at
the
paper,
new
hopes
large scale and furnishes a strikin others.
the
it
and
long continue to keep just a little stand. Upon a great many subjects example of how the work can be con
In most of the multitudinous probFOR SALE.
ahead of the advancement and prog the statements of the New Mexican ducted to advantage.
lems of life the rights of others should
ress of the town it represents.
ignored.
not be
In the matter of what FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
Roswell made preparations for
have to be taken with more than
great crowd and Roswell was not dis we should eat, I must insist that there
Skillman.
42tf
An editor really should not have a few grains of allowance, but in mat appointed. No pains were spared for is only one side to the question. Our
ters pertaining to the old gang.
any politics except a principle
Two good dairy cows.
the entertainment of the guests stomachs are not worth much, to be FOR SALE:
fairness, honesty of purpose and speaks by authority, hence we may Homes were gladly thrown open for sure: still we claim an absolute right
Inquire 1309 N. Washington. 75t3
brains. He may call his rag Democrat accept the statement as a fact that the lodging of persons whom hotels to know that the food we put into FOR SALE:
8 H .P. gasoline enic, but be should attacn with all h!
The streets them is pure and wholesome, and fit
could not accommodate.
gine. L. K. McGaffey, 108 N. Main
vigor anything found in the Democrat the gang is still alive and still prepar were lavishly decorated. Main street for food; that it will support our bo
26tf
street.
ic. but he should attack with all his ed to do business in the usual manner was spanned "by four huge arches com dies and not endanger our lives. Is
we FOR SALE:
wrong. If his paper is Republican, be This ought to be notice sufficient to memorative of both the cattle and ag- this all? Not by any means;
Good buggy and har
ness, $25.00. Apply 605 N. Main St.
should hammer thai party whenever the friends of good government in all ricultural industries of the Pecos val want and must insist upon our right
to a reasonable assurance for tne
72tf
it fails to hew to the line, and the parts of New Mexico, that they should ley.
editor should be the sole judge of
by two stomachs' sake, that the food is clean FOR SALE:
was
surmounted
arch
One
12
vacant
lots on
the line. If an editor is a Socialist, be on the alert to prevent the terri chuck wagons containing "chuck box and free from taint of disease, chemi
South Hill, for one-haof actual
he should go out of the newspaper tory from losing the benefit of all the dutch ovens, beds and other parapher cal preservatives, or any impurities
value. Carlton & Bell.
business and start & dynamite fac good work in the way of reform that nalia to the camp life of the cow pun- whatsoever.
FOR
phase
SALE: Some choice residence
most
important
The
of
tory. Durant (Ky.) Statesman.
the
completely
was
cher.
arch
Another
has been done in the last two years.
lots, well located, at
filled In with green alfalfa, freshly cut subject is, of course, that pertaining
The New Mexican knows what it is from
prices.
to
danger
ra
CARLTON & BELL.
involved
eating
such
the
Irrigated fields In the Pecos Val
The New Mexican Republican or
tent was erected for the food. There is another consideration FOR SALE:
20 acres,
house,
gans are anxious for the credit of talking about, and it would not thus ley. A big meetings.
convention
Abundant diver pertinent in this connection which usartesian well, some fruit. Best barthe Territory and deprecate the de boldly announce the fact that the plun sion
gives
ually
us
concern.
more
I
rea
by
people
was
furnished
the
gain in the Valley. Carlton & Bell.
nunciation of "Bull" Andrews, lest derbund is etill prepared to do bust base for
ball games, pony polo games (in son it this way. We should enjoy eat- FOR SALE.
tile good name of Nerw Mexico suf ness in the same old line if It were which
One rotary and drop
ing because our digestion demands it,
championship
Southof
the
the
fer. Schmitz. Ruef and their crowd not confident that the forces of corrup west was decided.) a riding tourna and it does not add to the pleasure
well
Austin
drilling
machine. Phone
have been raising a similar cry in tion were strong enough to defy pub ment or joust, bronco busting, mill of our noorday meal to feel that veor write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
San Francisco for some time. Tam
ry
likely, the meat is supplied
by
displays and drills, nightly illu
many Hall leaders fear the name of lic sentiment, and sufficiently well or tary
perFOR
SALE:
some
cow,
superanuated
or
of
Three
miles
old
four
and
and an immense barbecue
New York will be tarnished if vll ganized to defeat the efforts of those minations,
open woven wire fence; also
for which sixteen steers and sixteen haps diseased; that the milk may conlainy Is exposed. Twas ever thus, who contend for honest methods in sheep
fence posts. Apply Oasis ranch, or
tain the deadly germs of consumption
were provided.
patriotism and local pride, both good
phone 347.
possibly formaline or other danger07tf.
He or
The cowboy was In evidence.
impulses, are too often the "last re the government, of the territory. And
may be "passing", but he certainly ous preservatives. The canned fruit FOR SALE:
acres,
600
fine,
level
sort of scoundrels" who hide behind forewarned Is forarmed.
stopped long enough on his way to al may, and too often does, contain
land, ncn soil, 5 miles from Rosthem. Stand up for Nerw Mexico by Such a notice as the foregoing from low
The canned peas
people to see him. He was given deadly ptomains. green,
well, $700.00 per acre. Carlton &
purifying Her politics. Artesia Aa the king of grafters ought to impress royal
red
look suspiciously
the
and
great
a
welcome.
honor
In
a
his
Bell.
Tocate
with great force upon the minds of cowboy ball" was engineered by the cherry which adorns the salad ration FOR SALE:
Five acres on South
is colored with a poisonous coal tar
those who stand for good government ladies of Roswell. In the various product.
Hill, one block from Main street,'
so we might go an thru
And
COMPLAINT.
DR. AKED'S
display
as
in
windows
represented
he
at
a
&
sacrifice price. Carlton
the necessity of taking prompt and all manners of states mentally and the category of things that are eaten
From New York Press.
Bell.
303 NORTH flAlN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
vigorous steps toward the thorough bodily. The town belonged to him with more or less relish, ,but we will
Dr. Aked, the i Imported pastor of organization of the reform forces in The cashiers of the banks were given graciously spare you the unpleasant FOR SALE: Nice house,
well
perusal of this subject further at this
Rockefeller's church, did not take our every part of the territory- - The sig a three days' lay-ofwater, plenty shade.
for no checks time.
we
discuss
shall
the
Neither
InSunday.
were
cowboy.
sermon
on
required
by
He
had
the
Business out of town demands par
hint about his
nal auccess achieved by the gafters the money. A bunch
and diseases communicable to man from
of cow-me- n
ties attention, will sell cheap. Car
stead of going into the matter of in securing the removal of Hagerman land
eating of impure food.
the
up
Crosby
came
owners
from
& Bell.
lton
tainted money, with specific refer- who was the chief obstacle in their and Floyd counties, Texas. It was the
Intelligent people everywhere are
FOR
SALE
AT HALF PRICE: Six
lethargy,
arousing
from
and
their
ence to the Rockefeller gifts to re way, and who thwarted their well-lai- d
first time they had left their snubbing
tent houses, each 12x14 feet with
of
ligion and education, the Liverpool plans to get control of the territory posts since the year '83, when the loudly demanding that everything
5x12 ft. porch, good floors, plank
whole sec fered us for food shall be pure and
preacher devoted 'himself to a criti last winter, has encouraged them to state of Texas soldsix-tit-them
4 ft. on sides, three large windows.
exactly what is claimed for it. Our
s
acr
an
tions
land
of
for
DIAMONDS Young man, before you, purchase the ring you intend
press.
ob
His
screened, and
cism of the American
cloth top, at
such an extent that we may expect parcels of real estate which could not rights in this respect "Will not be ques
giving her, be sure you inspect our Btock of Diamonds, the swell-e- st
Spring River Sanitarium.
76tf
jection ' is that some of our newspa- them to be bolder than they have ever be bought today for less than twenty- tioned. It i3 simply this: Are we go
lot in the city.
allow this thing to continue at FOR RENT: 3 room house, central
pen give too much space to crime been before, and no other evidence of five dollars per acre. These land own ing to
76-tWe have, without exception, as fine an assortment of
JEWELRY
3
expense,
ly
Apply
821
located.
pocket
N. Main.
not only of our
cowmen came and
tried the
and the like. "Crowd in the good.' this is required than the frank state ers and
the very best Jewelry you can find anywhere. What is nicer for a
books, but of our health and possibly
wings,
days
recalled
their
the
and.
gift than a nice piece of Jewelry?
be says, "and. the ibad will be forced ment by the boodle organ that the when all raey owned they carried on of our lives?
FOR RENT.
Fort Collins is awake on this pro
pony. Some of them met acquain
out"
and
old grafter gang la still alive
since position, as she usually is in every FOR RENT Furnished room ,113 N.
This is a sentiment with which ready for, .business. If, in the face of tsraces which they had not seen They
thing else pertaining to the best inter
76-t- 3
days of the old Chisum trail.
Kentucky Ave.
Mr. Rockefeller will agree most heart such a note of defiance the friends of the
played pranks on one another, and ests of her citizens. An ordinance is
FOR
RENT:
New
rooms,
furnished
ily. Much space is occupied in the reform fail to organize their forces tiring of that, they brought fancy now being prepared for consideration
The Home of the "Victor in Koswell."
close in, $9.00. Phone 196.
74t3
newspapers by reports of government for effective work they will have only Herefords. There was no mistakin; in the near future, which, if adopted.
meat
every
pound
of
will
insure
that
Barton
as
cattlemen,
the
James
for
themselves to blame If the grafters Adams has told ns in the Denver that goes on our tables has been in FOR RENT:
Furnished room with
are soon again In the saddle. There Post:
spected; that no milk shall be sold
bath. Inquire at Payton Drug Co.
n our city that will endanger the
should be at least one good govern
74t2
lives of children: that when we buy
EMMETT PATTOfX, V. Pre.
F. DIVERS, Pre.
ED. 3. QIBBANV, Sec.
ment league organization in every
the
FOR
RENT:
.been
not
drawn
will
have
Two furnished rooms
milk
it
county of the territory. The grand
night before and skimmed in the
house-keepinlight
for
one
also
results accomplished in Bernalillo
morning. In substance tnat tms tra
other room. Apply 509 N. Lea 75t2
county mainly through the efforts of
Ladies
ffic in human food shall be a square
deal all around. We must insist upon
Tour abstract; should be a reliable, credible history of
the league, furaisa the most convinc
Let
this for humanity's sake.
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
ing evidence of what can be done by
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Roswell Military Institute.
General
Tarkington inspected the Institute and
men end ' was favorably impressed
with the condition of both. The in
structor of Military tactics at Roswell
is Captain Barlow, of the United States
army, who is 'detailed there by tb
war department. The cadets are equip

. Telephone
as a Leveler.
Have you ever, though., what a great
leveler the phone is?
There is nothing royally exclusive
or superior about this great modern
convenience, which the world does
not understand how.it got along with
out for over six thousand years.
ped with
Probably the telephone is the last
rifiles and
they have two three-inc- h
field pieces of the modern utilities we would be
for artillery practice also. Theschool willing to surrender if we had to give
is admirably equipped for military up any invention.
academic instruction.
But it is not so much the conven
"At the meeting of the territorial ience of the wire as its democracy that
board of pharmacy which I went to is now being considered.
Roswell to attend, primarily, we ex
The telephone demands no formal
amined fifteen candidates for licenses introductions, and the President of the
and fourteen of this number were United States is no more spared to
successful in obtaining certificates. the insistent "hello" over the Bell
This was the largest class of pharma telephone than is the office boy whose
cists we have examined since the or business it is to answer its imperative
ganization of, the board. Albuquerque rings.
Citizen.
You would never think of meeting
a dignitary of church or state, or a so
DIABOLO DELIGHTS PARIS.
ciety woman on the street, and ad
dressing them with a familiar "hello,'
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feature alter fea
work progressed,
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ture was added, and this retarded the
not only causing aa exhaustion thru
constructive work, a point which
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Most complete,,,
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who awakens, unref rushed, after eight
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orier. Pnra
years experience.
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hours' sleep does not know how to
of debris and buldlng mater
cleared
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sleep. In the first place he probably
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chinery in motion, ail amusements
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too much, and, his dutiful organs.
4t2G
prompt.
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in full swing, and the foliage and
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ments, and views- ing all night to excrete or antidote the
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141. Agent General Electric Co. All
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The incompleteness and disorder of
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pensated for, and the early visitor
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Supreme Court Adjourns.
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rooms, trfctly' inodren,
shade
trees, shrubbery and nice lawn. Easy terms. 200 Lea are.. Tel.' 634.
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ME NEEDED THE PINJ
E. H. Harriman, said a New York
broker,' "talked: luminously the other
day of the decline In the value of se
curities. He said we must be careful

.

63t24.

"Tempest Defeat" at Majestic,

day.

Fri-

Don't forget the base ball game
morrow afternoon.

to-

The Growth of Moral Tone.
It is only necessary to read the history of the various nations and not
necessary to read as far back into
the past as the days of the Caesars
to be assured that the mora la of the
United States are rather Wealthy as
a whole, and that the morals of the
civilized world are of a finer grain today than they were in the past. This
is due partly to a better sort of civilization, partly to the spread of the
Christian religion, and partly to the
vice
fact that decency has hedged
about with laws that draw the line
where personal liberty infringes upon
the liberty of persons. Louisville Cou

Morrison Bros & Co.

Why-

not to legislate too harshly against
the country's vested interests, or the
prosperity of these interests, and with
it the country's prosperity, would be
impaired. He illustrated his meaning
with a story. There was a school
teacher, he said, who exclaimed impa
tiently one afternoon:
"Johnnnie Jones, what are you fumbling with there?"
"Johnny hung his head and was silent. But the telltale o fthe class

76-t- f

o
Jaffa, Prager & Co.'s team for the
game
big
tomorrow afternoon will be
composed of "young bucks," but the
are
"old heads" at Joyce-Pruit- 's
planning to show 'em.
say.
Uncle Pete and Aunt Din-aYou is 'specially invited." Friday
74tf
night at the Majestic.

Our Store Will Be
Closed Tomorrow
On Account of
Decoratinn Day.

-- 5V

Colonel

spoke up:

-
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-

bright bay stallion, with black
"It's a pin he's got, ma'am."
mane and tail. Weight about 1,5001b;
"Well take it from iiim," said the
16
hands high. Has fine styla and teacher and bring it here to me.
years
old and lias
action. Is seven
This was done, and then in a molliproven Mm self a getter of colts of
fine size and style.
fied voice, the teacher said:
"Now, Johnny Jones, get up and recite your history lesson.'
But Johnny did not obey. He blush
Will be stood at $12.50 to Insure a ed and hung his head and sat still.
mare with foal.
"Johnny," said the teacher, "rise
Will make the season at Robt. J.
McClenny's, 2
miles east on Second I tell you."
street, and who is prepared to take
Then the little fellow blurted out
care of mares.
distressfully:
"I can't ma'am, that there pin you
W.
Urton & Sons, took is what holds my trousers up.'
A

Quick Meal Gasoline
Range Will Do It.
We'll Tell You How.

Terms

-
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Denver News.

OWNERS.

rier-Journa- L

fLOGALNEWS

Joyce-Pruit'-

Record Want Ada. Get Results.

Eyes tested tree at L.
Jeweler and Optician.

E

a record in throwing bases tomorrow
in the game at Amusement Park, as
he has been throwing chuck at
s
until he has a reat
markable whip.
See the "Tempter's Defeat," something new and Interesting, at the
74tf
entertainment.

Boellner,
88tf

Physically and intellectually the con
dition of the civilized man and woman
today is better than it ever was;
spiritually it is degenerating rapidly.
Science, observation, progress and in
creased prosperity are enormously im
proving the physical condition of the
community in England, for instance;
and education and experience are raising the intelligence of most considerably. The decay of the conscience,
however, is obvious. The restraining
properties of that spiritual organ appear to be disappearing altogether,
though conscience is still preserved
by many to enable them to handicap their neighbors. London Truth.

Ray
As a bunch of outfielders,
Jones, Cleve Harris and H. A. Dick-en- ,
Joyce-Prult
out gardners, will
the
Dont seii unili yvu figure with Mplenty excitement at the game
atin's Second Hand Store. Phone 227. afford
tomorrow, whenever a ball comes
o
The tiny tots want to see you at their way.
game will be called at three
The
the Juniors' entertainment Friday
Baptist Junior at Majestic, Friday. o'clock.
74tf
night.

Ernest Burns will probably

make Beautiful house for sale,

1202 N. Ky.

RIPE PEACHES AND
FROST AT GREENWOOD.
Jonesboro, (Ark.)
Greenwood, May 15. Winter and
summer were in the most extraordinary juxtaposition here this morning.
Even the "oldest inhabitant," who can
always find a parallel to any kind of
weather, was wholly nonplused and
had nothing at all to say.
Dave Taylor of Excelsior brought
in a basket of ripe peaches early this
morning. Peaches are associated with
the balmiest weather as a general proposition, but this particular lot ara light
rived simultaneously with
frost, and the inhabitants wearing overcoats and hunting the sunny spots.
Times-Enterpris-

(I.

JUVA

GRAPE

JUICE

This is guaranteed to be the finest and purest unfermented grape juice on the market.
pint 20 cts 1 pint 40 cts 1 quart 75 cts.
For Sale by the

Daniel Drug Company

g
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FOR SALE.
Frost in the middle of May is without Combination bookcase and . seca
any remembered precedent but the
old plea" can be urged in extenuation retary, folding bed, gas stove
that it was only a small, one. No dam and settee. Inquire at Racket
75-t- 2
Store.
age was done to fruit.
Mr. Taylor's basket was a sample
lor, he says but" he will have enough
5 FOR 800
ripe by Saturday to ship his first
5
splendid land withacres
of
,
crate.
in one block of Main Street for
He Did His Best.
$800. An investment here will
"Brother Millsap," said the leader
of the meeting, "will you please start beat 12 per cent interest.
Carlton & Bell.
a hymn?"
Brother Millsap a recent convert,
whose repertoire of saored music was
Notice to Contractors.
The Portales Bank and Trust Commore or less limited, could think of
receive bids for the ereotion
only one thing that had not been sung pany willbuilding
up to June 5th, 1907,
of their
Gronsky's New Ice Cream Wagon makes daily-tourhe
within the previous
and
at 4 p. m. This building will be a
two story, brick 29x80 ft., and plans
starfed it:
of the city. It can be found on the streets
and specifications may be seen at this
"He that hath plenty of
bank, Portales, New Mexico. All bids
all
hours of the day. Those wishing Ice
at
And giveth his neighbor none,
must be accompanied with a certified
He shan't have any of my peanuts.
check or bond equal to five per cent
Cream delivered can call Phone No. 179 and the
When his peanuts are gone."
of the bid, and the contractor will be
required
a
give
to
good
sufficient
and
conall
wagon will be sent around at once. Our Ice
Here
the male voices in the
bond in an amount equal to the congregation joined in with great enthus- tract
price. It will be necessary for
Cream is first class in every respect, the next
iasm:
all bidders to 'make a statement as
"When his peanuts are
to time required by them for completime the wagon passes your way try some. You
tion of said building. The Directors
When his peanuts are gone,
any
reserve
to
right
reject
and
the
will know it by the jingle of the Sleigh Bells.
He shan't have any of my peanuts
72t6
all bids.
When his peanuts are gone."
J. A. FAIRLY, Cashier.
At this critical moment the pastor
rose and began a fervid exhortation,
$
800
$
thereby averting a further calamity.
800 above means that
The
Chicago Tribune.
North Carolina girl advertised a life insurance policy for $10,000.
for $800 we can sell you a 110 forAa husband,
o
and got one from Flori- Who says advertising does not pay?
A card In the Roswell Trade Direc- ft. front fot on Main Street if da.- The cost of the "ad." and wedding
o
Carl- outfit, was $39. After seven months
tory brings results and keeps your sold in next few days.
The
time
a
of
at the
ton & Befl.
name before tne peopii.
hubby dies leaving his buxom widow game tomorrow.
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Fix Yourself For the Summer.

Than Ever.
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This Merchandise is Scarce and Higher

We Bought Our Stock Early and are Showing the Best in town
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